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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
It seems advisaole at the outset to set
forth some reasons for making this survey.
The results of the survey will be made available
to all secondary school principals and to super-
intendents of Connecticut. It will snow the
relation that exists between the total pupil
enrollment and the number pursuing commercial
courses. Here is a real problem, for it is
only too apparent that the enrollment in com-
mercial courses is all out of proportion to the
number that can be absoroed br business organi-
zations. It would seem that some change must
be made in the content of business subjects so
that they are not only vocational, but would
prepare a pupil for complete living.
The training and business experience of
coi.'irnercial teachers will oe shown. If commer-
cial education is to receive the support and
attention it deserves, then those engaged in
this field should be as highly trainee as
those teachers in the other branches. It is
<
highly desirable that commercial teachers
have some' actual business experience if they
are to present tneir subjects in the most
practical manner.
The commercial department in most schools
has the largest enrollment; therefore, the
necessity for its naving a director is obvious.
The number of schools having a definite adminis
trator for this department will be shown.
The different subjects offered by the
schools together v ith the number of periods
eacn week, the length of the course, the texts
in use, and the ^rades in which the subjects
are offered will be presented. Prom this infer
mation a proposed program of study could be
drawn up for schools of varying enrollments.
Further studies are proposed with a view to
preparing uniform courses of study.
The extent to which the different office
machines are being employed as v/ell as the
makes most coximonly used, will oe set forth.
Many educators feel that with the wide -spread
use of machines in ousiness offices that some
instruction should be given in the machine
operations. Others feel that tnis skill can
ue quickly learned on the job, thus making a

considerable savin^; to the schools as these
machines are expensive.
It will also be shown how wide -spread
is the use of the different types of tests,
particularly achievement tests, in commercial
subjects
.
On account of the unusual economic con-
ditions existing at present, placement data
will not oe very conclusive. However, the
number of schoo s offering a definite program
of guidance will De shown.
V/hat extra-curricular activities are
availaole for commercial students will be
presented. These are valuable and effective
if they are different from the activities of
the classroom.
Those completing the questionnaire were
given an opportunity to present any problems
found in commercial education that need solu-
tion. These will be set forth as they may be
common problems.
The survey will also provide the Danbury
State Normal School with information for the
organization of the courses in its nev/ly or-
ganized Business Education Department. This
department is under the direction of
r
Mr. Frank Ash, who is cooperating in making
the survey. A three-year course is offered
for the training of commercial teachers.
It \ms originally intended that the re-
sults of the survey 7/ould be presented at the
Annual Spring Conference of Superintendents,
State Supervisors of Rural Education, High
School Principals, and Normal School Prin-
cipals. However, the cuestionnaires v/ere not
returned promptly enough to give sufficient
time for the tabulation of data.
Individual surveys have been made in
Hartford, New Haven, Manchester and other
places to determine what occupations commer-
cial students are entering. Changes have
been made in the curricula of these schools
as a result of these surveys. Undoubtedly
when the results of this survey are avail-
able certain curriculum changes v;ill be made
in 1hc schools throughout liie state.
Method
The o^uestionnaire reproduced on the
follov.'ing pages was sent to:
13 Six Year High Schools
66 Four Year High Schools
5 Three Year High Schools
2 One Year Junior High Schools
20 Three Year Junior High Schools
1 School of Higher Grade
8 Endowed and Incorporated Academies
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It was drafte:! and submitted to the
following list of educators for their cri-
ticism and suggestions:
Mr. Paul D, Collier, Supervisor of
Secondary Education, Hartford, Conn.
Prof. Herbert Blair, Boston Univer-
sity, School of Education, Boston, Mass.
Prof. Paul S« Lomax, New York Univer-
sity, New York.
Prof. Charles Skinner, New York Uni-
versity, New York.
Mr. Walter B. Spencr-'r, Prin., Commer-
cial High School, New Haven, Conn.
Mr. F. A. Verplanck, Supt. of Schools,
South Manchester, Conn.
Mr. C. P. Quimby, Prin., High School,
South Manchester, Conn.
Mr. Joseph P. Kennedy, Prin., Wilby
High School, Waterbury, Conn.
Mr. A. Hugh Sproul, State Normal School,
Salem, Mass.
Mr. Guy Miller, High School of Commerce,
Springfield, Mass.
Mr. Lothrop D. Higgins, Prin., State
Normal School, Danbury, Conn.
Mr. Arthur J. Sullivan, Central High
School, Manchester, N. H.
Mr. Peter L. Agnew, New York Univer-
sity, New York.
Many valuable suggestions were received
which were incorporated in the final form.
The completeness of the replies fully justi-
fied the time spent in the preliminaries.

The cooperation of the schools has been of
a high degree, and when the results are made
available to them, they will feel repaid for
their time and effort in completing the
questionnaire
•
V^Tiile the same questionnaire was sent
to all schools, the facts obtained will be
presented under three headings. The first
will include the Endowed and Incorporated
Academies, which are approved as high schools
by the State Board of Education, and one
school of Higher Grade. The second wi^-l be
the Junior High Schools of one and three
years. The third group will comprise the
three, four, and six year high schools.
This division is advisable because of the
difference in organization and the type of
courses offered.
i
CHivPTER II
ACADEMIES AND SCHOOL OF HIGHER GRAT^E
This is the smallest group covered the
questionnaire and comprises nine schools. Re-
plies were received from seven schools. The
School of Higher Grade reported no v/ork was
given in the commercial field, and this was
also true of two academies. In one of these
academies the enrollm.ent is very small, and
evidently there is no demand for commercial
instruction. In the other instance the school
is located in a city having a school offer-
ing comjnercial courses. The School of Higher
Grade is located ir. a small community where
there is no demand or necessity for courses
in comm.erce. Definite courses are given in
four schools.
Pupil Statistics
One of the four schools reporting having
commercial departments did not give the figures
under Pupil Statistics. The three schools
giving these figures show a tot-^1 enrollment
of 2458 on October 1, 1931. Of this num.ber,
812 students are enrolled in the comr':ercial
department, or 33 per cent. The school that
did not report the total enrollment indicated
*1
i
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eighty-five students in commercirl v/ork.
This v/ould increese the totr^l number of stu-
dents pursuing coinmercif^l courses to R97.
'i^his tot--^l includes twenty- six post gr*idunte
students. Tv/o schools reported that 574
students vv'ere stuaying commercipl sub.-jects
who were not regularly enrollea in the com-
mercial department. O^ly one school reported
on the next item as to the number of students
who entered the commercipl course this year
who were enrolled in come other curriculum
last yeqr, ana this rep y was "negligible."
Evidently it was not possible to secure this
information readily. These three schools had
a total of 520 graduates in June 1931. Of
this number seventy-five were commercial
grr,du''tes or 24 per cent of the total gradu-
ates. ITine of the conmercial graduates con-
tinued their education, principally in schools
of business.
Teacher Statistics
The schools had a total of 133 teachers
on their staffs. Of this number, tve^ty, or
lb per cent were commercial teachers. It
is evident that while 33 per cent of the
students are enrolled in commercial courses.
1i
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but 15 per cent of the faculty are regularly-
assigned to this department. However, two
schools reported a total of four non-coramer-
cial teachers who were teaching one or more
commercial subjects. One school indicated
that but one commercial teacher wa 5 teaching
one or more non-commercial subjects. This is
probably due to the fact that these teachers
were required for the commercial subjects, or
their training had been too specialized.
In ccnnection with the training of the
teachers, it is interesting to observe that
more than half or eleven were graduates of a
four-year college. Of the remainder one
graduated from a two-year normal school,
and five had completed a two-year business
college course. The training of three
teachers was not indicated, and it may be
they had received no training beyond the high
school or in some other school not indicated
on the questionnair-^ . Nine teachers hold a
oachelor's degree, indicating that at least
two teachers had secured their degrees after
graduating from their primary training school.
Of the remaining -.eachers, two are continuing
their training in endeavoring to secure a
i
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bachelor^s degree. Only one teacher holds
a master's degree, and three are now doing
work for one. One school reported engaging
five inexperienced teachers. In ansv/er to
the question, "At present how many years
of post-high school training are required of
newly appointed commercial teachers?" one
said, "No requirement—but for ten or twelve
years, we have employed only four-year col-
lege or tv/o-year "business school graduates."
Another reported four years, a third said
two years, and the fourth made no return.
In regard to the business experience re-
quired, there was considerable variance.
One school reported no requirement, and the
others four> two, and one year respectively.
The same disparity is noted in the teaching
experience required. One reported no re-
quirement; the second, three years; the
third, at least one year; and the fourth
made no report. It is well to note that
thirteen of the teachers had at least one
year of office or business experience.
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Coirjiiercial Department
Organization and Administration
In three of the schools there is a head
of the commercial department. In the absence
of a head, one of the commercial teachers is
looked to for general advice regarding com-
mercial suojects. In the three schools having
a head for the department, the head does the
supervising. In the other school it is being
done by the sub-principal. 'Ihe eight -four
organization is in force in three schools,
and the fourth did not report. In one school
the classes are grouped according to intel-
ligence to some extent, in a second other
methods are in force, in the third the clas-
ses are too small to be grouped, and in the
fourth, having boys only, no attempt is
made at grouping. ^Vith the exception of the
comment, "Thank Heaven, no," af te ^ the Dal-
ton plan on one report, the schools did
not report an:;- special plans for school__or
department organization.
Curriculum
The commercial department curriculum
is not subdivided in any of the schools.
The following subjects are taught in the
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four schools: bookkeeping, business arith-
metic, business English, stenography, and
typewriting. Commercial law is offered in
three schools, economics and office practice
in two, commercial geography and penmanship
are offered in one school, it is evident
that the traditional "business college
curriculum predominates, and some broadening
with the introduction of a few social busi-
ness subjects. The subjects, with the excep-
tion of penmanship, are all given five periods
a week. Penmanship is given one period.
Bookkeeping, stenography, and typewriting are
given generally for two years. One school
devotes one and one-half years to bookkeeping,
another three years to stenography, and two
schools give typewriting for two and one-half
years. The other subjects with the exception
of business English are given for one year.
No local surveys to determine local occu-
pational needs had been made in two cases.
The principal of one school made a survey in
1930, resulting in boys no longer being re-
quired to take shorthand and typewriting.
One school did not report for this iteEi.
In all schools typewriting classes are

given the undivided attention of a teacher.
In connection with achievement in shorthand
and type^^/ritlng , in three schools a speed of
thirty words is reached at the end of the
first year, and the other school reported
a speed of forty words at the end of the
second year, and the other school, thirty-
five. The shorthand dictation speeds at-
tained at the end of the second year varies
from eighty to one hundred words per minute.
Evidently there was a misunderstanding of
the next item^ in regard to the typing trans-
cription speed reached at the end of the
second-year shorthand. One school reported
one hundred ten, and another fift- words a
m.inute. A third reported from fifteen to
twenty -five, and a fourth thirty v/ords. A
reasonable requirement would be from twenty-
five to thirty words a minute. Two schools
said shorthand is a required subject for boys
and two an electi^^e. A total of 102 boys
are taking shorthand in three of the schools.
The fourth did not report.
The four schools have a total of 168
typevn?i ters , two dictaphones, three mimeographs
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four adding machines, and one calculating
machine. There is very little attempt to
give training in machines other than the
type .vri ter
.
One school reported giving intelligence
tests to comm.ercial students, and two schonls
reported giving achievement tests. Prognostic
tests to determine probable success in short-
hand are not given by any school. Two schools
give diagnostic tests in shorthand.
No organized placement is attempted in
three of the schools, and the fourth said the
head of the department and the principal en-
deavor to locate positions for graduates.
Only one school said they placed any of the
June 1931 graduates, and this school placed
eleven. It is obvious a large number of
students are graduated from, the c omrt:ercial
course who can not secure positions. A
definite program of guidance is in force in
two schools, directed in one instance by the
principal, and in the other by a teacher. The
program began in both schools in the freshman
year
.
These schools are not using their commer-
cial students to any extent in the work of the
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school as only one school indicated this
work is done. In this one instance the work
includes typewriting service and mimeograph-
ing. In no case is a school bank conducted
by the commercial department.
Summary
In the academies and school of higher
grade there is a wide variance in the per
cent of students taking commercial courses,
and the per cent of te-.chers given to this
type of instruction. Very few of the commer-
cial graduates continued their education, or
were placed in positions. In general the
training of com^iercial teachers is satis-
factory, and the number with bi3 sines
s
experience is worthy of note. The
traditional commercial curriculum is still
in evidence in these academies. No concerted
attempt is given to provide instruction on
the various office machines. It would
appear that more opportunity could oe given
commercial students to do work in the
schools.
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CHAPTER III
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
The same questionnaire was sent to
these schools as to the academies and high
schools. Obviously many of the items could
not be supplied. Hov/ever, in general, the
same questions could be answered by all
schools. The questionnaire was sent to
twenty-two schools, and t'wenty reported.
One school offers no commercial courses,
leaving nineteen replies for this part of
the report. Of these nineteen schools,
three did not report on their total enroll-
ment, and one school has no separate commer-
cial department. The sixteen schools
reporting their total enrollment, have a
total of 12,946. These schools have a
commercial department enrollment of 1931
students or 14.9 per cent. The schools,
not reporting their total enrollment, have
a total commercial department enrollment of
185. This brings the total commercial en-
rollment in the eighteen schools, reporting
commercial courses, to 2116. It is evident
that a large number of students who do not
•
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take comiriercial work in the Junior High
School pursue this line of instruction upon
entering the Senior High School.
Teacher Statistics
This v/as the next part of the question-
naire to be filled out completely enough to
warrant listing. Of the ninete^^n schools
reporting, fourteen indicated a total of 430
teachers. In eighteen reports the n^ynber of
commercial te-chers is forty-eight. The re-
maining items on this section of the question-
naire were given incompletely but it was
possible to record some data*
The training of thirty-eight of the
forty-eight teachers was reported as follows;
14 Graduates of a four-year college
13 Graduates of a three-year normal school
13 Completed a two-year normal school course
7 Have had two-year business school training
It may be that the ten teachers not
included may have had only a high school
training, or in some other institution not
listed on the questionnaire. Of these thirty-
eight teachers, ten hold a bachelor's degree,
and no teacher holds a master's degree.
Eight teachers are now doing work for a
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bachelor's degree, and one for a master's
degree. Only four inexperienced teachers
were appointed to the staffs of three schools
this year, •
In eighteen schools reporting commercial
instruction, the following subjects are given
by the number of schools indicated:
It is the opinion of leaders in this
field, that bookkeeping, economics, and
typewriting should not be offered on the
Junior High School level. These subjects
are presumaoly presented as preparation
for a vocation. Probably few pupils are
placed in positions where a knowledge of
these subjects would prove valuaole.
The trend is toward courses in general
business practices, preferably for all
E, w. Barnhart, Objectives and "^"roblems
of Vocational Education, p, 119
Curriculum
Business training
Typewriting
Business arithmetic
Commercial geography
Occupations
Penmanship
Bookkeeping
Commercial exploratory
Comnercial civics
Commercial art
Economics
14
10
7
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1

It may be advisable to have a try-out
course for coiiimercial occupations, but
no such course has so far been developed.
Any commercial v/ork attempted in Junior
High Schools should be of any exploratory
nature, and in no instance should it be
presented with the vocational aim pred-
ominating. 1
Guidance
This was the last item on the question-
aire that was answered by a sufficient
number of schools to warrant recording.
Only three of the nineteen schools reported
that no guidance work is attempted. The
fact that the majority of the schools have
a definite program of guidance is to be
commended. In four schools the organization
of the guidance is done by teachers. In
the remaining schools it is done by counselors
and principals. Three schools indicated
their program began In the seventh year, and
the others, the eighth year.
It would appear that it should be
started in the seventh year in order to have
1
E. W. Barnhart, op. cit., p. 119
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each D-upll get the most benefit from such a
1
program.
One school reported one counselor as
being assigned to one group of students
while they are in the school. In this way
the counselor becomes intimately acquainted
with the pupils in his charge, and is in a
position to counsel them more intelligently.
In the presentation of these courses
in Junior High Schools, teachers should
bring out the historical, social, and economi
knowledge abundantly inherent in most of
these subjects. There should be a fuller
recognition of the educational and cultural
values present. Too often stress is given
to a few mechanical skills, with little
attempt to bring out the educational content
of the subjects. In senior high schools
stress is being given to the vocational
aspects of the work. It would seem then the
Junior High School is the place to bring out,
as perhaps the dominant aim, the educational
and cultural values present. Of c urse,
these other "alues should not be neglected
1
L. C. Buchwold, "Practice in Vocational
Guidance, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1927, p.
c1
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in the senior high school. Certainly there
is very little demand in "business for people
of Junior High School age, except in very
minor positions. It seems unwise to offer
any commercial subjects below grade nine
1
except those of a purely exploratory nature.
This fact was in evidence from this survey.
Invariable these subjects are offered in
grade nine. In three instances. Junior
Business Training is offered in grade eight.
In connection with this subject there is a
need for determining some definite aims and
objectives. At present each school appears
to have its own ideas as to the cr ntent of
the subject. At the present time a survey
is being made of this subject, and from it
should come a definite course of study that
can be adapted to the needs of the community.
Sunmary
In general the teachers in the Junior
High Schools are adequately trained. A
large number are endeavoring to improve their
professional standing by continuing
1
F. J. Weersing, op. cit., pp. 151-132
(
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thelr training while in service. The cur-
ricultun in some schools contain subjects which
had better be deferred until the students
enter the senior high school. A subject such
as Junior Business Training should be included
in every curriculum for commercial students,
and for all students if possible. The Majority
of the schools have a functioning system of
guidance. This is a phase of school work
that should be in force in every Junior High
School.
c(
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CHAPTER IV
PUPIL STATISTICS IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
This group comprises the largest number
of schools included in the survey. The ques-
tionnaire was sent to thirteen six-year
secondary schools; sixty-six four-year
secondary schools; and, five three-year
senior high schools. This made a total of
eighty-four schools receiving the question-
naire. Reports were received from eleven
six-year schools; sixty-one four-year schools
and, five from the three-year schools.
This made a total of seventy-seven returns.
It is apparent this is a large number of
replies, and the summarized data will be
reasonably conclusive for the state. Of
the schools reporting, seven indicated they
have no c ""mmercial department. This section
of the report will be based on seventy
schools. Thre« of the schools reporting
no commercial department are located in
cities having commercial high schools.
The remaining four schools are located
in small communities v;here there is no
recognized need for commercial courses.
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V.Tiile this group of schools are of varying
years they will be considered as one group.
As many items on the returns are similar,
nothing would be gained by considering
them as separate groups. The fact that only
seven schools reported no commercial depart-
ments, and that three of these schools are
located in cities having a commercial high
school, would indicate that commercial edu-
cation is a well-establishea and prominent
feature of secondary education in this state.
Of the seventy schools reporting com-
mercial work, fifty-nine schools reported
their total boy enrollment to be 18,673
and their girl enrollment to be 21,307,
making a total of 39,980. The remaining
schools gave their total commercial enroll-
ment instead of the total school enrollment.
Two schools, not giving the boy and girl
enrollment, indicated a total of 2057,
bringing the total for sixty-one schools
to 42,037.
Only forty-eight schools reported
their freshman enrollment. The other
schools did not indicate their figures
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because of their organization, the fact it
is not offered to freshman, or, there is no
separate course the freshman year. There
were six schools that did not state their
sophomore enrollments because there is no
separate course, or, it is not offered to
sophomores. Two schools did not report
their junior and senior enrollments. The
number of boys and girls taking commercial
courses by grades is indicated in Table I.
Table I. Number in Each Grade Taking
Commercial Courses
Grade
No. of
Schools Boys Girls Total
1
9 48 2044
1
1
3372 5416
10 64 2643 4693 7336
11 68 1728 3621 5549
12 68 1059 2582 3641
Total 7474 14268
^
21742
It is interesting to note there are
6794, or nearly twice as many girls taking
commercial courses as boys. In comparing
this with the total student enrollment of
forty-nine schools, we find a difference of
only 2634 more girls than boys. While this
is not equal to the number of schools report-
ing their commercial enrollment, it does
indicate there is a much greater number of
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girls than boys taking commercial courses,
as compared with the difference between these
grops in the total enrollment. This may
be due to the fact that a larger number of
girls enter clerical positions. There are
relatively few opportunities for boys who
have been trained in shorthand, which is a
subject taken by a large number of commer-
cial girls. Boys also have difficulty in
learning typev/riting oecause of having large
fingurs, and being somewhat awkward. In many
cases boys are planning to continue their edu-
cation in order to fit them for higher posi-
tions. To be admittea to many schools they
must be academically trained.
The greatest enrollment comes in Grade X
which indicates that many pupils change to
other courses or leave school after this year.
If the former is true, then it would be better
to start the com.nercial work in Grade XI, when
the pupils are more mature, and would better
understand the courses offered. It might be
oetter to continue in Grades X with a more
advanced course in Business Training, and
then take the so-called vocational subjects
in Grades XI and XII.
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The total number of post-graduate students
as given by forty-six schools Is 416, Thirty-
tv/o schools reported having 190 boys, and four-
teen schools reported 226 girls. The greatest
number were reported in the large cities. This
presents a real problem to school administrator
in providing courses for this group. Courses
should be given on the freshman-college level,
rather than to assign these students to the
regular under-graduate subjects. In the smalle
schools this is not necessary as the number of
students is very small. Under present economic
conditions, schools, particularly in the larger
communities, have a problem in meeting the need
of this ever-increasing group.
The survey indicates that in fifty-seven
of the seventy schools, 2083 students, not
regularly enrolled in the commercial depart-
ment, are studying one or more commercial
subjects. This number was about equally
divided as to boys and girls, there being
1094 boys and 989 girls. In all probability
there are even more students than the above
totals indicate. Several of the schools said
it would be difficult to secure the information
as it was not readily obtainable from their
c
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records. Undoubtedly a large number of these
studonta are studying typewriting. This sub-
ject is recognised as having value to students
I
preparing for college as many of them use the
typewriter* to prepare assignments. Then it is
not improbable that many students are recogniz-
ing the non-vocational values of commercial
courses. There is in eve^y business subject a
large amount of information which is useful to
every student. Perhaps it would be advisable
to meet the needs of this group by offering
courses with the vocational aspect eliminated.
This course would be along the lines of Business
Training, and would include advanced work in
investments, insurance and the like. If pos-
sible such a course should be open to regular
commercial students. Perhaps it is a good
thing for commercial education that a large
n"umber of students are recognizing its non-
vocational values. Another reason for this
group taking commercial courses may be due
to the expansion of the curriculum to include
many other subjects than the traditional book-
^ keeping, shorthand and typewriting.
An attempt was made to find the number of
students who changed to the commercial course
f
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who were previously enrolled in some other
course. Apparently this was not very easy
for the schools to determine as only one-half,
or thirty-five schools reported on this item.
These schools reported that 227 sophomores,
201 juniors, and sixty- tv/o seniors had changed
to the commercial course. These numbers would
probably be greatly increased if all the
schools v.ere in a position to report. The
groups show an expected dropping off each year.
The reason for including this item was to
discover to what extent the commercial course
was receiving students who were unsuccessful or
dissatisfied v/ith their previous courses.
The returns v/ere too meagre to draw any
definite conclusion on this point.
The total number of graduates reported by
sixty-seven schools was 6061. One of the three
schools failing to report was opened during
the year, and of course would have no graduates.
One school giving its total graduates, did not
give the number of commercial graduates. One
school that did not give the total graduates
indicated the number of commercial graduates.
There was the same number of schools, sixty-
seven, that reported the number of commercial
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graduates. They indicated 2589 students, or
approximately 44 per cent. It was not possible
to find the per cent that comiiercial pupils
were of the total enrollment, but it would be
nearly the same as for the per cent of graduates
That the number of commercial graduates
entering higher schools is negligible, is shown
by the replies of forty-six schooxs that 176
had continued their education. Ten schools
indicated that no student had entered higher
schools, and fourteen did not report. Many
pupils may have continued without the knowledge
of their school. Most of the pupils continued
their education in business colleges, and many
girls entered hospital training schools. Many
pupils probably continued in business schools
with the hope they would oe placed in positions
on completing their courses. Very likely
business schools are experiencing considerable
difficulty in placing their product at the
present time. If the outstanding aim of com-
mercial education is still to fit pupils for a
vocation, then the schools have an impossible
task in placing approximately 2400 students
in positions for which they received training.
This would be true even in normal times.
<
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Apparently there is need for a reorganizing
of a program of studies. Commercial educaticn
as organized at present is too narrow and
technical. What is needed are courses that
will give pupils a knowledge of practices in
business, and their application to their
personal needs. More detailed mention will
be ..lade of this matter in a later chapter.
In summarizing this section, it is well
to point out there are twice as many girls
enrolled in commercial courses as boys. A
considerable nmibcr of students are returning
for post-graduate instruction. A large
number of students, 2083, not regularly
enrollen in the commercial department are
studying one or mere commercial subjects.
Approximately 44 per cent of the graduates
are commercial students, and relatively few
graduates continued their education.
iC
CHAPTER V
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE OF
COMIffiRCIAL TEACHERS
The qualifications of the teacher deter-
mines to a considerable degree the quality of
the product of a school. This is especially
tnae of the commercial teacher. The field of
business is so broad that the length of train-
ing of a teacher determines his probable
teaching success. Another factor is that
adequate supervision is not provided for
^
corarnercial work. This is due primarily to
the fact that the majority of school adminis-
trators are academically trained, There
certainly is a wide variance in the per-
centage of administrators who are commer-
cially trained, and the percentage of students
enrolled in the commercial curriculum.
Undoubtedly, the many problems in this
field of education would receive more and
better administrative attention if more
administrators had some commercial training,-^
In order to appreciate the significance
of the business world, every commercial
^J, 0, Malott, "Biennial Survey of Education
in the U, 3. 1928-30" (Bulletin No. 20,
1931), p. 26
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teacher should have some business experience.
Some teacher training institutions do provide
for this experience. Every commercial
teacher could make her instruction much
more purposeful if she had a practical know-
ledge of the requirements of business.
Teachers entering service without this
experience should be given a leave of absence
to secure additional business experience.
The requirements of positions for which
pupils are prepared, change quite rapidly.
Teachers need to inform themselves of
these changes. There is a very definite
check on the product of commercial depart-
ments, and if business is to absorb this
product, its requirements must be met.
The first item in this section of the
questionnaire was misinterpreted by several
schools. It called for the total n\imber
of teachers on the staff, and should have
included commercial and the other teachers.
Many schools included only their commer-
cial teachers. However, the totals as
given will be representative of all schools.
Returns from sixty-seven schools show a
•'•J. 0. Malott, op. cit., p. 40
iIt
0
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total of 501 men and 1102 women teachers
on their staffs. There are more than
twice as many women as men teachers.
The same number of schools indicated they
have eighty-four men and 389 women commercial
teachers. It is apparent there are more
than three times as many women as men teaching
commercial subjects. Of the commercial
teachers, five schools reported nine men,
and twelve schools reported twenty-seven
women, teaching non-commercial subjects.
This small niamber is probably due to the
fact that commercial teachers have specia-
lized in their work and are not prepared
for the other subjects. In most schools
their programs are completed with commercial
subjects. Usually commercial teachers have
more subjects, larger classes, are responsible
for guidance, placement and follow-up of
pupils, and keeping records of the finances
of school activities, so it is not possible
for them to handle other subjects. Of the
non-commercial teachers, seven schools
reported nine men and eighteen schools
reported twenty-one women, teaching
c4
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commerclal subjects. Over-specializing is
often charged agalist commercial teachers,
but this survey indicates a greater number
of them teaching other subjects than non-
commercial teachers handling business
courses. Many educators believe it would
be advisable for the academic teachers to
have training in the commercial subjects,
so they would have a greater appreciation
of the work of the commercial teacher.
Of the eighty-four men teachers,
forty-eight, or 57.1 per cent were graduates
of a four-year college. The women did not
show such a high percentage. Of 289 teachers
111, or 38.3 per cent graduated from a
four-year college. In general the train-
ing and professional status of men is
higher than for women as indicated on
Table II. The extent of training of forty-
two women teachers was not indicated. This
probably means that a large percentage of
these teachers did not continue their
education beyond high school. A very
considerable number of the teachers were
trained in business schools, eleven men
A€
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and sixty women receiving their training
in such schools. With the standards con-
tinually being raised, the number being
supplied by such schools will gradually
diminish. Most schools are demanding at
least three years, and many four years of
post-secondary school training* The
replies indicated a few schools specifying
two years of post-high school training as
the requirements for appointment. These
schools are located in small communities,
paying low salaries.
Table II, Training and Professional Status
of 84 Men and 389 Women Commercial Teachers
1 Men Women Toial
Graduates of
Percentage
a four-year college
who graduated
48
57.1
111
38.3
,
159
Graduates of
Percentage
a four-year normal
who graduated
4,
4.7
1
10
3.4
14
Graduates of
Percentage
a three -year normal
who graduated
11
13.0
14
4.8
25
Graduates of
Percentage
a two-year normal
who graduated
10
11.9
44
15.2
54
Graduates of
Percentage
a two-year bus, school
who graduated
11
13.0
68
23.5
79
Graduation not specified
Percentage not specified
0
0.
42
14.5
42
Holding a bachelor's degree
Percentage who have degree
47
55.9
115
39.7
162
Holding a master's degree
Percentage who have degree
11
13.0
5
1.7
16
Studying for
Percentage
a bachelor's degree
who are studying
9
10.7
42
14.5
51
Studying for
Percentage
a raster's degree
who are studying
27
1
32.1
15
1
5-1
42
1
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The newly organized course for the
training of cominercial teachers at Danbury
Normal School Is three years in length.
Many administrators believe it should be
a four-year course*
The number of teachers holding degrees
is worthy of note, as fifty-eight men, and
120 women have degrees. A large number are
endeavoring to improve their professional
status, '^'hirty-slx men and fifty-seven
women are doing work for degrees. There
are approximately twice as many men as
women studying for masters' degrees.
Many of the larger schools demand degrees,
and it is necessary for teachers to possess
a degree to secure promotion.
Only one man and twenty-two women
without teaching experience were appointed
during the year. Practically all schools
indicated that teachers should have at
least two years experience, A few schools
in the smaller communities specified one
year, Vi/'ith more teacher training insti-
tutions providing for practice teaching,
this requirement may be reduced somewhat.
Undoubtedly in deciding between two
f
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teachers, one with experience would be
appointed providing all other things were
equal. The matter of business experience
is not considered important in appointing
teachers according to the returns. Two
schools indicated one year, and one school,
two years. Some replied that it was imma-
terial, not specified, or that preference
was given to experience. Again, it seems
advisable to stress the importance of
teachers having some business experience.
V/ithout it a teacher has but a fanciful
idea of what business includes. Adminis-
trators need to give greater stress to this
phase of a teacher's preparation."^ Some
teacher training institutions are providing
for this experience in their training.
Of the teachers in service, sixty-two men
and 136 women teachers had one year or more
of office or business experience. Probably
many of these teachers secured this experience
during summer vacations.
The study then of the training and
experience of commercial teachers reveals
"^J. 0. Malott, Commercial Education in
1924-26, Bureau of Education Bulletin
No. 4, 1928, p. 278
r
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the men are greatly outnumbered by the women,
there being more than three times as many
women teachers than men. That commercial
and academic teachers do not generally
handle subjects not in their department was
also shown. More than half the men and
38 per cent of the women are graduates of
a foior-year college. Many of these are
located in the larger communities, -^he
training and experience of the men is
superior to that of the women. It was
shown that 38 per cent of the women are
graduates of a two-year normal or a two-year
business school. Approximately 69 per cent
of the men, and 41 per cent of the women
have degrees. Many are endeavoring to
improve their professional status by studying
for degrees. Schools are generally demanding
three and four years of preparation beyond
the high school. That business experience
is not being prominently considered was
sho^vn by the fact that only three respondents
reported on the matter. More than half of
the men and women teachers have had at
least one year of business experience.
c1
CHAPTER VI
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION
AND ADMINISTRATION
As the commercial department enrolls
more than 40 per cent of the students, the
question of its organization and administration
is a very important one. Of the sixty-tv/o
schools replying as to whether their school
had a commercial department director, thirty-
five or 56,4 per cent of the schools indicated
they had such a director. Twenty-seven
schools replied in the negative. Probably
the eight schools not replying do not have
a director. This probably indicates, then,
that 50 per cent of the schools do not
have a head for their comiricrcial department.
Many schools not having a director are
very small, having one to three teachers
in this work. Several schools having four
to seven teachers do not have a director.
It is quite generally agreed that every
school, having three or more teachers in
the comariercial department, should have a
definitely appointed head. He should
have clearly defined duties and
f
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responsibilities, and have charge of the
activities of this work. '-Chere seems to
be a wide difference of opinion as to the
functions of such a head. His duties should
include more than placing orders for paper and
looking after the books. He should be given
time enough to supervise the work of the
department. Definite standards of achieve-
ment should be established, and he should
see that they are carried out. He should
set certain scholfe.stic requirements, which
must be attained before students would be
allowed to continue with particular courses.
He should be allowed to make recommendations
for changes in the program of courses and
in the content of subjects. In the appointing
of nev/ teachers he should be consulted.
It would seem that a person definitely
trained along commercial lines is -in a
better position to supervise this work
than the usual school administrator
who is academically trained.-^
In twelve schools having a head, he
is looked to for advice regarding commercial
•'•J. 0. Malott, op. cit., p. 26
(t
subjects. In seventeen schools not having
a head the principal is looked to for advice.
In ten schools, one of the commercial
teachers is consulted, and in three, the
superintendent of schools is asked for
counsel* We find then, twenty administrators
giving advice in work in which they have
received no training, i^ven in schools
having one or two teachers, they should be
consulted, and probably in most schools they
are. The principal and the head of the
department, or in the absence of a head,
a comi-iercial teacher, should work together
in providing the best possible program of
commercial education.
Only six schools did not indicate how
the department is supervised, and we may
assume it is supervised by the principal.
In seven schools having a department head,
the head does not assist in the supervision.
The principal does the supervising in
forty-four instances, ten of these in
conjunction with the head of the department.
This would seem to be the best practice,
having the principal and the head cooperate.
In only eighteen schools is the head directly
1
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responslble for the supervision of the
department, A special supervisor does
this work In only two schools, and in coopera
tion with the principal in one of these.
The superintendent of schools does this
function in two schools. Probably the
better practice is to have the department
supervised by the principal in cooperation
with the head of the department.
In connection with the school organlzati
the greatest number or forty-eight schools
have the eight-four plan, ten the six-three-
three plan, five the six-six plan, and two
the six-two-four plan. Three schools
indicated a combination of the eight-four
and the six-three -three plans. Four schools
did not indicate their organization. Quite
obviously the traditional or eight-four
plan is the one most commonly found.
In the matter of class grouping,
one school indicated according to sex,
fifteen by intelligence, and eighteen use
other methods. Thirty-three schools did
not reply for this item. We may assume
then, the majority of the schools have
the classes grouped alphabetically.
i
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Very likely in the schools using other methods,
the common plan would be alphabetically.
What to do with the most intelligent
pupil is probably more of a problem than the
handling of a less gifted student. If not
worked to capacity, they are very apt to
become troublesome. Frequently they are
impatient in waiting for their less fortunate
classmates. Most teachers, of course,
make provision for individual differences,
but if they are very pronounced it is not
possible to handle both types effectively.
The slower pupils can be given additional
drill not needed by the gifted pupils.
Contrary to popular opinion, there are
pupils of rather high intelligence enrolled
in commercial departments."'"
It is evident from the replies that the
schools as a group have not adopted special
plans of organization for the entire school
or for any department, as thirty-seven of
the seventy schools indicated no such
organization. Three schools indicated
they have the Dalton plan, one in a modified
E. J. McNamara, in Eastern Commercial
Teachers' Association's Fourth Yearbook,
1931, p. 26
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form. The New Britain plan is in use only
in that city. The Contract plan is in force
in eleven schools, •'^our schools have It
in all departments and the others in the
Conmiercial, English, and Social Science
departments. The Unit plan is reported by
seventeen schools, being found in all
departments in six schools. In the remain-
ing schools it is found in the Commercial,
English, Science, and Social Science departments.
Probably the commercial subjects, with the
exception of typewriting, do not lend them-
selves to special plans of organization.
It would seem that in commercial subjects,
the give and take of class discussion is
in the main lost through the use of these
plans. This is probably true in the other
subjects also.
The commercial curriculum in twenty-
five schools is divided into sub-curriculums.
Of the remaining schools, thirty-eight
schools indicated no such division, six
did not report, and in one school the classes
are too small to benefit. The enrollment
in the schools not reporting divisions
in the commercial department were too small
0
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to warrant such a procedure* Of the twenty-
five schools reporting sub-divisions,
twenty -one indicated a stenographic,
sixteen a bookkeeping, six a typewriting,
and five a general business curriculum.
Elementary business, general clerical,
commercial normal, and salesmanship were
reported as occurring once# Apparently
sub-division of the commercial curriculum
has been effected when enrollments have
warranted it.
There is then, a need for the appoint-
ing of more heads of commercial departments,
having clearly defined duties. The best
plan of adequate supervision seems to be
with the principal in cooperation with the
head of the department. The specialized
training of the head of the department should
qualify him for this work. The eight-four
plan is in effect in approximately 70 per
cent of the schools. Special plans of
class organization have not been widely
adopted. The commercial curriculum has
been subdivided whenever it was found
practical to do so, based on the enrollment.

CHAPTER VII
THE COmERCIAL CURRICULUM
A survey of commercial education would
not be complete without taking into account
the number and kinds of comonercial subjects
offered, and their importance as Indicated
by the number of schools offering each
subject. As all education is more or less
traditional, and as this is especially so
in commercial education, it is not surprising
to find that shorthand, typewriting, and
bookkeeping are included In the commercial
curriculum in almost every school of the
seventy reporting. As a matter of fact,
these three subjects comprise the total
commercial offerings in three of the
smaller schools. Bookkeeping is offered in
sixty-eight schools, and shorthand and
typewriting are offered by every school.
There is, however, a large commercial
offering in a number of the schools.
Apparently school administrators are realiz-
ing the dominating aim of the commercial
course should not be vocati^^mal. Rather
it should provide the general business
information and background of commercial
1
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understanding needed by a large proportion
of high school pupils. The larger schools
are making praiseworthy progress in the
expansion of their curricula. One large
city school, as indicated in Table III,
offers sixteen courses.
Table III. Number of Schools Offering the
Number of Subjects Indicated.
No. of Schools No. of Subjects
3
10
9
11
9
8
6
4
4
3
1
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
16
In all probability there are too
many students enrolled in bookkeeping,
shorthand and typewriting. Even with the
expansion of the curriculum, the outstand-
ing aim of most schools is the training of
office clerks. Training should be given
on a broader basis, such as would fit a
student to manage a small business.
Many students enter various kinds of
store work and different types of selling.

More courses should be offered along such
lines. Possibly in the cities courses
could be given designed to train students
to be expert bookkeepers or junior accountants.
While shorthand, typewriting, and
bookkeeping constitute the major offering,
other subjects are offered in a number of
schools. These subjects include commercial
law, economics, office practice, and
commercial geography. The niimber of schools
offering the different commercial subjects
is indicated in Table IV.
Table IV. Number of Schools
Offering the Subjects Indicated.
Subjects
No. of
Schools
Per cent
of Schools
Shorthand
Typewriting
Bookkeeping
Commercial Law
Economics
Business Arithmetic
Business Training
Office Practice
Commercial Geography
Salesmanship
Business English
Penmanship
Machine Operation
Accounting
Business Organization
70
70
68
42
39
38
38
37
27
16
14
12
9
i
100.
100.
97.1
60.0
55.5
54.2
54.2
52.8
38.5
22.8
20.0
17.1
12.8
11.4
and Management 8
4
3
2
1
1
1
11.4
5.7
4.2
2.8
1.4
1.4
1.4
Advertising
Occupations
Commercial Art
Industrial History
Actual Business Practice
Filing
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In addition to the three traditional
subjects, we find over 50 per cent of the
schools offering commercial law, economics,
"business arithmetic, business training,
and office practice, Comriercial Geography
is included in the curricula of 38 per cent,
and salesmanship is given by 22 per cent
of the schools. This is evidence there is
a decided trend tov/ard the introduction
of social commercial subjects. This is
evidently an attempt to provide adequate
commercial courses for a considerable num-
ber of students who desire more than a
stenographic or clerical training for
business.
While machine operation was noted
by nine schools, six others said it was
combined with shorthand or office practice.
It seems this subject is practical only in
the larger communities, and then after a
careful analysis had been made of the
requirements of local business offices.
The machines necessary are costly, and in
most instances instruction can readily be
given on the job, although there is a
hesitancy by business offices to do this.
*
At present there are few commercial teachers
adequately trained in the operation of
machines. This has had a tendency to
retard somev.hat their widespread introduction.
It would seem that more schools, both
large and small, should offer a course in
business organization and management.
This is an excellent course for giving
students a knowledge of the workings and
administration of business. Such a course
should be plannea especially to show the
organization of small businesses.-^
It may be that it would be possible
to depart too strongly from the skill
subjects. However, there is a real need
for more non-vocational courses relating
to the fundamental social and economic
problems of commerce.
In regard to local commercial occupational
surveys in the locality where the majority
of the students are placed, it is obvious
from the reports that relatively few schools
have made such investigations. Of the
seventy schools, forty-one indicated no
F. J. V/eersing, op. cit,, p. 139
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such survey, and ten did not reply. In
all probability no surveys have been made
by these ten schools. In other words,
more than seventy per cent of the schools
have no knowledge of the occupations for
which students are supposedly being
trained. Undoubtedly this lack of investi-
gation has probably resulted in the retention
of the skill subjects, when there is no
practical need for them. In many communities,
bookkeeping and shorthand could be sub-
stituted with other subjects with no great
loss to the students. At any rate the niAmber
taking such subjects should be reduced.
Many students still are under the mistaken
impression that the taking of bookkeeping
and shorthand assures them a position at
the completion of their course. Nineteen
schools indicated a survey had been made
but few indicated any curriculum changes
as a result of the findings. Also most of
them were made sometime ago. Changes in
business are so rapid that it would seem
such a survey should be made at least
every two years. It would also seem that
no curriculum is so perfectly adapted to
6c
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the needs of the coramunity that no changes
need to be made as the result of a survey.
Teachers, as a group, probably have not
been receptive to change to the social
commercial courses, because they are more
difficult to teach than the skill subjects.
Gregg Shorthand is taught in sixty-
eight of the schools, and but two schools
teach the Pitman system. There has been
some difficulty in students moving to or
from these communities, and it may be
advisable to have a uniform system in the
state.
Eight schools reported instruction in
accounting, but in some of these schools
it probably is advanced bookkeeping. It
may be advisable to offer a course in
accounting in the twelfth year. This should
not be confused with advanced bookkeeping,
which is usually taught essentially as a
laboratory subject.
Practically all subjects are given
on a five period a week basis. As might
be expected, machine operation, penmanship,
and typewriting are taught with a varying
number of periods. However, even with
9c
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these subjects they are usually given
five periods a week. Evidently this has
"been found to be the ideal number of periods
In analyzing the length of time given
to the different commercial subjects, it
was found there was a reduction in the time
formerly devoted to bookkeeping. In the
past this subject has been quite commonly
offered for three and in some cases for
four years. This survey shows bookkeeping
is offered for but one year by twenty-three
schools, for one and one-half years by
eight schools, for two years by twenty-
seven schools, and for three years by
only nine schools. The time formerly
devoted to three and four years in this
subject is now being given to the social
comiiiercial subjects. When few students
use their bookkeeping knowledge in their
later work, it seems unwise to devote
such a long time to this subject.
There is a very pronounced tendency
to offer the social commercial subjects
for one-half year, although many schools
devote a year to these courses, ^erhaps
it would he better to devote longer than

a half-year to some of these courses.
Otherwise, the content is apt to he rather
limited, both as to quantity and quality.
For examole, in commercial law, there is
the attempt to compress the work of
a tliree-year professional law school into
a half-year or a year* Obviously the result
can only be a very limited knowledge of
the subject, and no time can be devoted to
giving an understanding of law as a means
of business control, and to developing an
ideal for less but better law, and for a
more intelligent enforcement of it»
Penmanship is offered in only twelve
schools; in two, for one -half year, in
one, for one and half year, and in nine
schools, for one year. There is a belief
that penmanship and arithmetic can be
correlated with bookkeeping. Many educators
feel it is not possible to do this
satisfactorily. Even with the widespread
introduction of the various machines, there
is still a considerable amount of written
work to be done, especially in the smaller
offices. More attention should be given
to penmanship, possibly devoting one period
1
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a week throughout the high school course.
Teachers could use a scale standard to
score the speed and quaL Ity of the writing
of their pupils. The writing of the average
high school graduate is testimony enough
to the need for more courses in penmanship
•
Stenography and typewriting are
generally offered for two year, hut
eighteen schools offer typewriting for
three years. The length of time devoted to
the different subjects is shown in Table V.
Table V. Number of Schools Offering
the Subjects for the Lengths as Indicated.
Subjects Leng1:h in ^Sfears
_
1
s
" 1
>
2
1
2-i 3 Total
Accounting 3 5 8
Advertising 4 4
Bookkeeping 23 8 27 :L 9 68
Business Arithmetic 7 29 1 1 38
Business English 6 4 3 1 14
Business Organization
and Management 7 1 8
Business Training 10 27 1 38
Commercial Art 2 2
Commercial Geography 19 8 27
Commercial Law 35 7 42
Economics 23 16 39
Industrial History 1 1
Machine Operation
1 4 5 9
Occupations 3 3
Office Practice 13 23 1 37
Penmanship 2 9 1 12
Salesmanship 13 3 16
Stenography 66 2 2 70
1 1
1
i
,51 ^ 1 18 1 70_
0
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A study of the grades in which the various
coraraercial subjects are tauglit, ^ ows a
reasonably uniform agreement exoept for
bookkeeping, business arithmetic, and commer-
cial geography. This agreement was especially
pronounced in the case of stenography,
typewriting, office practice, commercial
law, and economics. It would appear that
commercial education is generally administered
as a vocational curriculum, Whether this
is justified by the number is another question.
There is a reasonably consistent practice
in regard to the grade. location of the
technical or skill subjects, as shorthand
and typewriting. There is, then, a rather
definite attempt on the part of administrators
to limit the grades in which the subjects
are offered, and not make it largely a matter
of chance on the part of students. Table VI.,
on page 59, indicates the number of schools
which enroll pupils of each specified grade
in the subject indicated. The deferring of
most subjects until grades eleven and
tv;elve seems advisable as this assures a
greater maturity on the part of the students.
4
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Table VI, Grade Location of
the Different Conmiercial Subjects
Subjects Grades Given
9 9-10 10 10-11 10-11
12
11 11-12 12 Total
Ac counting 1 1 6 8
4dvertis inff 1 3 4
BookkeeTjinp* 2 9 32 10 10 4 1 68
Business Arithmetic 19 1 9 2 4 3 38
Busine!^'=^ Ene^lish 2 2 4 6 14
Ru i Tif^Rs OTP'fl n 1 7.?^ "hi on
and Managenient 4 4 8
Business TraiTi'infir 27 2 5 34
Commercial Art 1 1 2
Commercial Geography 5 9 1 8 1 3 27
Commercial Law 1 1 7 2 31 42
Economics 1 7 2 29 39
Industrial History- 1 1
Machine Operation 1 1 2 5 9
Occupations 2 1 3
Office Practice 1 36 37
Penmanship 5 4 1 1 1 12
Salesmanship 2 3 1 10 16
Stenography 6 3 61 70
Typing
1 1
10
1 .
1^ 41 70
Business Training is offered in two schools in grade eight,
in tv/o schools in grades eight and nine. These itmes were
not included in the tabic because these years occured in
no other subject.
On the other hand, if tliese subjects are
deferred, schools are not meeting the needs
of a large number of pupils who drop out
before re ching these grades.
In summarizing the analysis of the
commercial curriculum, it is advisable to
point out that the traditional subjects,
shorthand and typewriting are found in

the curriculum of the seventy schools,
and bookkeeping in sixty schools. Many
schools are broadening their curriculum
with the introduction of social commercial
courses. Relatively few schools have conducted
surveys of the local occupational situation.
Gregg shorthand is the system used in sixty-
eight of the seventy schools. Most subjects
are presented on a five-period a week basis.
The length of time devoted to the various
subjects shows quite general agreement.
This was especially so in shorthand and type-
writing which are generally given for one-
half year. A study of the grade location of
the different subjects also indicates fairly
general agreement. For the most part the
subjects are offered in the last two years,
when the maturity of the students should
assure more efficient learning.
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CMPTER VIII
STMJDARDS IN SHORTHMD AND TYPEWRITING
It was quite a common practice with
the introduction of cornmercial courses
to put teachers in charge of two classes
simultaneously. This plan is still in
force in some states to a greater or
less degree. This plan was followed because
of the indefinite standards existing in
the commercial fields. It was thought
the commercial subjects required but very
little teaching. This mistaken belief is
still held by some administrators, and a
considerable number of academic teachers.
Today, however, with the establishment
of definite standards, the commercial subjects
are held in higher esteem. This survey
shows there are very few unsupervised classes
in typewriting. Typewriting was generally
included when two were assigned simul-
taneously to a teacher. Only five schools
reported unsupervised classes in type-
writing, and in tv/o of these cases part
of the period was given the attention of
a teacher, 'without the guidance of a
ft
teacher only mediocre results can be
achieved. A pupil invariably establishes
wrong habits in the manipulation of the
machine, i/Vhile it is true that typewriting
does not require the same type of teaching
as in other subjects, it does require the
constant supervision of a teacher.
While this question was not asked
in regard to the other subjects, I think
it may be assumed they are all given the
full attention of a teacher.
In regard to the speed attained at
the end of the first year of typing, there
is quite general agreement. Approximately
60 per cent of the schools indicated a
speed of twenty-five or thirty words
,
The speed requirements of the schools are
summarized in Table VII , on page sixty-
two. « Fifteen of the seventy schools
did not report for this item, which
probably indicates they have no set
requirement, but hold each student to his
highest achievement. It would seem
advisable to establish some speed standard,
preferably somewhat higher than that usually
r
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achieved by the lower half of the class.
Then the class will have a definite goal it
will endeavor to reach.
Table VII . Minimum Speed Requirements
at the Snd of First-year Typing.
No. of Schools Words per i^inute
22 25
22 1 30
7 20
3 , 35
1 1 40
The speed should be somewhat higher
than twenty words, but thirty-five or
forty words are probably higher than most
first year students will achieve. A speed
of twenty-five to thirty words is apparently
considered to be a reasonable requirement.
At the end of the second year of
training in typewriting, there was also
general agreement as to the speed require-
ment. Nearly 60 per cent indicated a
speed of forty to forty-five words a
minute, -^'en schools did not indicate
their requirements. The speed requi remeri ts
of the schools are summarized in Table VIII,
on page €3
,
f4
Table VIII. Minimum Speed Requirements
at the End of Second-year Typing.
No. of Schools Words per Minute
25 40
±0 45
8 50
7 35
2 60
1 i 55
1 30
It is interesting to note that one
school indicated for its requirement the
average for the first-year. The common
requirement for the second year is from
forty to fifty words. Of course, the more
proficient students might be expected to
write about sixty words a minute.
As to speed requirements in shorthand,
no item was included for the first year.
Most of the teachers devote the greater
part of this year to the mastery of
principles. Students might be expected,
however, to attain a speed of fifty to
sixty words a minute. For the second-
year shorthand, the speeds ranged from
sixty-five to 125 words a minute. In
more than 40 per cent of the schools
in this group, the required speed was
r
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100 words. Eight schools did not specify
their requirements.
Table IX. Minimum Shorthand Dictation Speed
at the End of Second-year Shorthand.
No. of Schools Words per Minute
31 100
12 80
11 90
4 120
2 110
1 125
1
I
65
A reasonable requirement at the end
of the second-year in shorthand seems to be
from eighty to one hundred words a minute.
Some of the brighter students might be
expected to attain a speed of 110 words a
minute.
In both shorthand and typing the
speeds given are for the most part the
minimum requirements. Undoubtedly many
students in the schools have attained
higher speeds. Very likely students
not attaining these speeds are given a
passing grade. It might be advisable to
establish speeds at the end of the first-
year of both shorthand and typewriting
which students must attain before being
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permltted to enter the second year's v/ork.
Typewriting speed of itself has no
particular value unless it is linked up
with the kind of work to be done in
the average office. There is very little
copying of straight matter.-^
The next item on the questionnaire
was in connection with the typing trans-
cription speed which students must reach
at the end of the second year in short-
hand. llTiile most schools had indicated
a typing speed at the end of the second
year of forty to fifty words, this
dwindled to speeds of twenty-five to
forty words for transcription. Twenty-
five schools did not report for this
item. Probably many teachers do not
consider this as a factor in transcrip-
tion work. One school indicated no
requirement, '^wo schools misinterpreted
the item and indicated speeds of seventy-
five and eighty words. The results are
summarized in Table X, on page 66.
Typewriting News, Bulletin of the
South-We stern Publishing Company
II, No. 1 (Spring, 1932) p. 6
(
Table X. Typing Transcription Speeds
at the End of Second-year Shorthand.
No. of Schools Words per Minute
11
—
30
9 40
7 20
6 1 25
4 35
2 15
2
1
50
1 1 60
It would seem there should be a
closer correlation between speeds in
typewriting and in shorthand trans-
cription. Some of the practice material
in typewriting could include shorthand
outlines. These words, of course, would
first be mastered in shorthand. Obviously
there must be very close cooperation
between the shorthand and typewriting
teachers. There is the additional
problem also, of having pupils in the
typewriting classes who do not take
shorthand. V/hile speed has been stressed
in this section, accuracy is a very
important factor, and of the two,
accuracy is of greater importance in
the average office.
f
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Sixteen schools indicated shorthand
as being a required subject for boys, and
in two of these schools it is a requirer ent
in the secretarial course. Forty-four
schools replied it was not a required
subject. Ten schools did not reply for
this item. Shorthand is an elective in
fifty-eight schools, and cannot be elected
in four schools, hight schools did not
indicate whether or not it could be
elected by boys. A total of 681 boys
are studying shorthand. Of a total of
7474 boys enrolled in commercial courses,
9.1 per cent are enrolled in stenography.
We note then, that a few typewriting
classes are not supervised. The usual speed
requirement at the end of the first year
of typewriting is from t.venty-five to thirty
words a minute. At the end of the
second year this speed is increased
to forty to fifty words a minute « More
than 40 per cent of the schools indicated
a speed of 100 words a minute at the end
of the second year in sho-thand. In
transcription work at the end of the
second year of shorthand, approximately
I
37 per cent indicated speeds of twenty-
five to forty words a minute. There is
need of a greater correlation between
shorthand and typewriting. In sixteen
schools, shorthand is a required subject
for boys. Of the total commercial boy
enrollment, 9.1 per cent are taking
shorthand.
i
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' GI-iAPTER IX
mCHIlNfE ECJJIPIvIENT
There is considerable disagreement at
the present time among school administrators
as to the amount of instruction that should
be given on the different business machines.
Many seem to feel with the exception of the
typewriter and mimeograph, this instruction
could be deferred until the pupil enters a
business office. Then on the other side,
we find the argument advanced that business
demands trained operators. At any rate,
these machines are costly, and if a school
attempts to give pupils instruction on many
different types, a considerable financial
outlay is involved. There are several
reasons why instruction on the machines
other than the typewriter has not been
widespread. Besides the matter of cost,
which is especially important at the present
time, there has been a shortage of trained
teachers of the different machines. In
the larger cities some companies have
opened schools with a view of training
t.
i
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teachers and operators. Few teacher train-
ing institutions have undertaken any instruc-
tion on the machines except in a very-
limited way. The machine companies h&ve
not been as aggressive in the introduction
of their products as the typewriter companies
Then there is the charge there is very
little educational value in a machine
course, and the one previously mentioned,
that the operation of most machines can
be quickly learned on the job, even though
business demands trained operators."^
Probably in the smaller schools there
is very little demand for a general mchine
course. Even in the large communities
there should be a very careful survey made
of the requirements of business offices
before instruction on the various types
is given.''
This survey shows there are typewriters
in use in each of the seventy schools, and
that sixty-three schools have one mimeograph,
and three schools have two. The average
ratio of typewriters to pupils in these
schools is one machine to approximately
seven pupils, Y/ith the large
^J. 0, Malott, op, cit., pp. 18-19
^Ibid p. 19
Ic
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number of pupils enrolled in typewriting
courses it is obvious that in most schools
each typewriter is in use during every
period. . One large city school reported
227 typewriters, and a small community
reported five. Twenty-seven schools
reported having Burrou.qhs calculating
machines, which is the third most commonly
used machine. The fourth in order of
prominence is the Burroughs adding machine,
which is used by twenty-five schools. It
may be said then, with the exception of the
typewriter and mimeograph, except in the
larger cities, there is no general attempt
to offer machine courses. The number of
general 'lachines in used is summarized in
Table XI .
Table XI General Appliances used
for instructional Purposes.
Type Number Used No, of Schoo
Typewriter 3021 70
Mimeograph 66 63
Dictaphone 31 18
Ditto 22 22
Bookkeeping machine 17 12
Ediphone 16 11
Multigraph 5 5
Billing machine 3 3
Filing equipment 2 2
(4
i
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The following miscellaneous appliances
were reported, once by the larger schools
:
neostyle, protectograph, check protector,
shaving machine, dictator, addressograph,
Elliott addressing, envelope sealer, writer
press, neoscope, presto cop:^, duplicator,
staple machine, postal scale, multi-stamp,
and addressing press.
The next section of the questionnaire
was used to indicate the niimber and make of
adding machines in use.
The Burroughs machine proved most
popular, being used in twenty-five schools.
The second in popularity is the Sundstrand,
being found in eight schools. The data
concerning ariing machines are presented
in Table XII,
Table XII,. Number and Make of
Adding Machines in Use
Make No, of Machines
Burroughs 45
Sundstrand 15
Dalton 9
Wales 5
Victor 5
Monroe 5
Corona 1
No. of Schools
25
8
7
4
5
1
1
(
The next part of the questionnaire
was given to dotermining the different makes
of calculating machines found in the schools.
As in adding machines, the Burroughs is most
numerous, there being 110 in use in twenty-
seven schools. The number in use in any
school ranged from one to sixteen. The
information concerning the number and make
of the different calculating machines is
given in Table XITI.
^able XIII. Number anci Make of
Calculating Machines in Use
Make ' No. of Machines ' Ho. of School
Burroughs
|
110 I 27
Comptometer 36 12
Monroe 29 ' 16
Marchant 5 5
It would seem that machine instruction
is being given wherever local business needs
warrant it. Schools having several of the
different types of machines were located
in the larger communities. If a course
in office practice is offered to adequately
train pupils, such a course of instruction
must include training in the use of modern
office equipm.ent. Such a course is offered
by thirty-seven schools. The amount and
kind of equipment needed will depend upon
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the plan under which the course is to be
taught, and the needs of the students taking
the course. It should be a full year course,
and given in the twelfth year to more closely
articulate the work of the school with
that of the business office. Depending on
the size of the community somewhat, sa ch a
course should include instruction on the
following classes of machines and equipment:
duplicating devices, dictating machines,
adding and calculating machines, bookkeeping
and billing machines, and filing ecuipment
All these machines are being used at present
in the larger schools of the State, In the
larger communities such a course is a
necessary part of the training of an office
worker and if properly planned and operated,
the expenditure of the requisite funds can
pbe justified,"
In summarizing this section it can be
said that the typev^riter and mimeograph
are found in practically every school in
the State, Quite generally instruction
is being given on the different machines
as required by the needs of the community,
^F, J, Weersing, op, cit,, pp. 138-139
2
C, 0, Burden, Status of Commercial Education in
the Public Secondary Schools of Indiana, Indiana
University, 1927, p 37.
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In a large number of the smaller schools the
usual combination included typewriters and
a mimeograph. There is no attempt to give
general machine instruction in all the
schools. The Burroughs is the most commonly-
used make of adding and calculating machine.
An adequate course in office practice must
include instruction on the various machines.
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CHAPT^.R X
TESTING PROCtRAIvI
The next section of the questionnaire
was used to determine the number of schools
employing various tests in c ommercial v/or]^
.
In connection with the living of intelligence
tests, forty-eight or 68.5 per cent of the
seventy schools reported the giving of such
ts'Sts to commercial students. In nineteen
schools no such tests are riven, and three
schools did not indicate for this item.
The replies indicated a considerable variance
as to v/hen and how often the tests are given.
The largest group said the tests are given
when the pupils enter school. "Evidently
the best time for criving such tests has not
been definitely established. Such tests
should be p:iven by a person trained in
such worV. , and the results interpreted
1
by him. The time and frequency of
administering the intelligence tists is
shown in Table XIV, on page 7? .
The difference in time v.ould indicate
the results are used for a variety of reasois.
1
A. F. Payne, Organization of Vocational
Guidance, p. 304.
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Table XIV. Time and Frequency of AdmlniRterat '
n
Intellif^ence Tests.
Time and Frequency No. of Schools
Entering school | 9
Annually 8
In srade 9 7
Once during course 7
In r>rades 9 and 11 5
"Zverj two years 4
In Grades 8 and 9 4
In Grades 8 and 10 3
Twice a year 1
It would seem advisable to test pupils on
entering school, and affain on completing their
1
course, comparing the two scores.
Standard achievement tests in commercial
subjects are used in thirty- two or
45.7 per cent of the schools. In eifrht
schools they are not used, and tnirty schools
did not reply for this item. Many of these
tests are furnisned without charge hj tne
different publisning' companies, and all
schools should avail themselves of them.
In most subjects they are superior to
the essay type of test. The Carlson tests
in bookkeeping published b: the South- 'es tern
Publishing Company proved to be inost comm.only
used, and are used by teachers of
bookkeeping in sixteen schools. The Gregg
1
A. P. Payne, op. cit., pp. 304-305
2
Ibid. p. 314
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Standard Speed Transcription tests are used
in nine schools.
Table XV. Standard Achievement Tests Used
in Commercial Subjects.
Subjects and Names No. of Schools
Bookkeeping
Carlson
Rational Objective
Elwell-Focolkes
Ginn and Co. Achievement
Elwell and Toner
A.tholz and Klein
Jackson, Sanders and Sproul
Atholz -Braverinon
Bowman-Percy
Kansas State Teachers College
Shorthand
Gregg Standard Speed Transcripti
Hoke Vocabulary
Hoke Progressive
Gregg Theory
Blackstone
Typewriting
Blackstone
Stewart
Drake
Kansas State Teachers College
Clem
Commercial Law
South-Western
Gregg
Rational Shieds
Junior Business Training
Kirk and Waeche
Nichols
J. R. Smith
Business Arithmetic
Gregg
Business English
Columbia
on
16
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
9
3
2
2
2
4
4
2
1
1
9
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
9

Probably more schools could use these
tests to advantage. Even when there is a charge
for the tests it is very nominal, and the
tests can be used for longer than one year
by having pupils write the ansv/ers on another
paper. Such papers should be finally taken
up by the teacher and destroyed. These
standard tests offer a much wider range of
items than the essay tests, and have for the
most part, the personal element removed.
Some of the companies issuing these tests
have published scores established in a
nximber of schools, so that a comparison of
results is possible.
In an attempt to determine the probable
success of students in shorthand, twelve
schools give prognostic tests. This is
17,1 per cent of the seventy schools. No
such tests are given in forty-four schools,
and fourteen schools made no report. Such
tests should be administered only by a
teacher trained in their administration."^
Probably as in other tests, the results
would not be conclusive proof. It would
be entirely possible for a pupil to receive
I
A. F. Payne, op. cit., p. 304.
f
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a low score on such a test, and do creditable
work in the subject. These tests are a form
of prevention, rather than a cure, in eliminating
those students who have very little possibility
of success in the course."^
Special diagnostic tests in shorthand
are given by twenty schools or 28,5 per cent
of the schools. Thirty-seven schools do not
give these tests, and thirteen schools did
not report on this item. The Rollinson
Diagnostic Tests are the ones most commonly
used for this subject. Their use in a large
system would involve a considerable expense.
These tests are of value to students in
enabling them to see the correct outlines after
taking the test. In this way they have an
opportunity to improve their work, and not
again make the incorrect outline. Of course,
teachers could do this with an ordinary
achievement test, but probably many times they
are given solely for ranking purposes.
It might be pertinent in this section
to comment on the state-wide commercial
contests held each year for bookkeeping,
^A, F, Payne, op. cit,, p. 315
r1^
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shorthand and typewriting. Administrators and
teachers are becomin{? somewhat concerned
over the amount of time consumed in preparing
pupils for such contests. Perhaps the contest
idea has been overworked, and much of the
benefit usually derived through contests
has been lost. Perhaps in some cases,
conffiiercial teachers and students have been
stimulated to do better work. Undoubtedly
the goal has been too largely to excel in
these contests rather than to prepare for
the objectives of commercial education.
The stimulation has been toward the contest
as an end rather than a means to an end.
It would seem a much better plan would be a
state-wide test, measuring the work of
every student enrolled in the usual unit
of commercial subjects. Such a testing
program might well be undertaken by the
State Department of Education. A published
report of the results could be sent to each
school, and would serve as a means of
1
comparing of standing.
A summary of this section reveals a
considerable number of schools giving
1
Wisconsin State-Wide Commercial Education
Survey, Bulletin of the Whitewater State
Teachers College, No, 158 (January, 1931) p, 2
i
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intelligence tests, with a considerable
variation in the time of administering
them. Less than half the schools use
achievement tests. More teachers could
profitabley make use of such tests. Only
twelve schools give prognastic tests in
shorthand, and twenty schools give
diagnostic tests in this subject. The
state conmiercial contest should be
changed from the present plan of
entering a few students from each school,
to a contest involving every pupil, spon-
sored by the State Department of Education,
i
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GHAPTER XI
PLACEr/UiNT AND GUIDANCE
Whether justified or not, very likely the
outstanding aim of the commercial course in
most schools is to fit pupils for a vocation.
If this is true, it seems advisable to dis-
cover how many schools assist their graduates
in finding office positions. It does not
seem fair to the student to keep before him
throughout his course the idea he is being
trained for a position, and then do nothing
to assist him in finding one.-^ Of the
seventy schools reporting, only twenty-two
or 31.4 per cent reported having organized
placement. In this same connection thirty-
nine schools said they had no organized
placement and nine schools made no reply
for this item. It would S!;;em that more
attention could be given to the placement
of students upon the successful completion
of their work.
The same number of schools having
placement, said the service is for graduates.
Only six schools indicated having a placement
F. J. Weersing, op. cit., p. 143
f
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department to assist drop-outs. Thirteen
said placement work did not apply to drop-
outs and three schools did not report. This
group of students who leave school before
completing their course seem to be even more
neglected than graduates. It would seem
advisable for schools to investigate more
thoroughly the reasons why stud nts drop
out, and to assist them in finding positions
All too frequently their books are turned in
and no further thought is given to them.
It is a rather common belief drop-outs
are of low mental ability. This may be
true in some cases. It may well be they
are smart enough to know the school is
not providing them with the type of edu-
cation they desire. School administrators
might learn many valuable facts from inter-
viev/ing these drop-outs.
The information given in connection
with the momber of graduates placed in
positions last year is not representative
due to unfavorable business conditions.
Many schools, in reporting for this item,
commented on the fact the number placed
I
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was much lov/er than usual.
Despite the existing unfavorable economic
condition, twenty- seven schools reported
placing 254 students. The number placed
by a given school ranged from one to forty-
two. Five schools Indicated no graduates
placed, and thirty-eight schools did not
report. Probably many of these schools
placed no graduates, or it may be they did not
keep any record of placements. Very likely
many students secured positions of which
the schools were not Informed.
In a previous section it was found
that sixty-seven schools graduated 2589
commercial students. The known graduates
placed in positions represented less than
10 per cent of this total. Adding the
total number of graduates placed, 254, and
the number entering other schools, 176,
there is a total of 430 graduates accounted
for. This means that more than 2100
students are engaged in some activity
unknown by the schools. Of course, in
normal times this number would be greatly
reduced as a much larger number would be
1
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placed in positions. This number might be
somewhat offset by a smaller number continuing
their education if they could secure positions.
Schools should make follow-up studies of their
graduates to determine what pursuits they
follow."^ Several schools in the State are
conduction such follow-up studies at the
present time. Much valuable information
could be secured for placement and guidance
purposes.
In seventeen schools the head of the
commercial department directs the placement
work. In four schools it is done by the
head in conjunction with the principal, and
in one school by the head and a teacher.
Teachers have charge of this ^7ork in four
schools, in seven the principal, in one
the vocational counselor, and in one a
placement bureau. One-half of the schools
did not reply. As in many other phases
of this survey there is a vjide variance
in the method. Probably the most effective
would be a combination of principal and
head of the commercial department. Schools
should try to establish close relations
''A. F. Payne, op. cit., p. 238
ir
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with local business firms so they will look
to the schools for workers.
In order to properly direct students
into oursuits suited to their ahilities, and
to enable them to secure information about the
many occupations, schools should have a
functioning program, of guidance.''' Such a pronrram
is in effect in twenty-six of the schools, or
37.1 per cent of the seventy reporting-.
Too large a m:i:;iber, or tvventy-nine schools,
indicated no definite program of guidance,
and fifteen schools did not reply. There
was considerable variance in the orfTanizat ion
of the guidance program.
A vocational counselor or guidance
director, usually assisted by teachers,
constituted the organization in six schools.
It is done b7/ teachers in seven schools,
and in a li'-e number by the principal and
teachers, usually in the home rooms. In
three cas-^s it is done throun-h the social
studies, and in one by a special teacher.
Three schools said a program of guidance
was being organized. Probably the most
satisfactory organization is a .guidance
^F, J. a'eersing, op. cit., p, 143
i
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airector v/ith a coiaiaittee of teac;iers who
will iiiterviev/ et.cii atuuent. The same
group of stuaents shoulu be aireotea by tie
same counselor taroughout his course if
possible."^
Guidance begins in Craae XI in seven-
teen schools, in Gri^cle VIII in eight schools,
ana in Grade VII in nine schools. Tiie program
of guiaance is coiitinueo. chraugli the upper
grades in twenty-four schouls, ana five saia
it was not contixiuea. Thirty-one schools
aia not report. It is a.^visaole tu nL,ve
tiie program continue throughout the course.
In twenty-one sch^ol^^ tae principal
is airectly responsible for the guidance
program. Tne vocational airector is
respousible in Suven schools, and in :igut
schools teochers are responsible for t.ie
program. No report wa:. given by thirty-
four schools.
A suioraary of tnis s.jction indicates
relatively few schools attemptiug to place
their cor.amercial grauuates. Last year wi s
not an average year, and schools placed
"^Guidance in the Senior High School, Vocational
Guidance Magazine, Vol. IX, No. 2, (November
1930) p. 55
(
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"but 254 students. Over 2100 students are in
activities not knovm by the schools, A
program of guidance is in effect in tv;enty-
six schools, and three schools are organizing
such a program. The program is usually
organized with a director and teachers.
It usually begins in Grade IX, and continues
through the course. The principal is
directly responsible for the program in
most schools.
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GHAPT R XII
'
'l
—
"UHHICULAI^ O^t" itiES
A school in many ways is compar'ible
to a business organization. It carries
on many activities found in the average
office. Just at present the business of the
schools in most communities is more active
than most concerns. Many administrators
overlook the possibility of giving their
students a f;reat deal of business experience,
n rotating )lan could be effected enabling
students to be i i the school office for
definite periods. Pupils could be assigned
as secretaries to the instructors, x l-rge
number of schools do provide for such
experience. Table XVI shov/s the tynes
of productive work done witnin the schools.
Table XVI . T,:pes of productive '"'ork Done
by Com:nercial Students Within the School
Type of Vvork No. of Schools
Typewriting service 60
Mimeographing 53
Stenograohic service 50
Attendance records 22
Book and supply records 17
School savings account 12
Library service 2
Clerical work 1
Filing^ 1
Principal's office 1

Ten schools did not report this v^ork as
being done
•
Forty-seven schools did not report on
the v;ork done outside the school by commercial
students under the direction of the school.
Schools should endeavor to carry on a partial
cooperative plan in order that pupils could
secure some actual business experience while
in school. This is especially advisable in
salesmanship courses, and is carried on by
many schools.-^
Table XVII. Types of Productive Work Done
by Commercial Students Outside of the School
Type of Y/ork No. of Schools
Stenographic service 23
Other clerical work 18
Retail selling 8
Other kinds (not specified) 4
There are only six schools 7'here the
commercial department operates a school
bank.
The schools were asked to list the
problems found in connection with the produc-
tive work of students, a few schools said
the v/ork interfered with the regular class
work, but others adjust the class work to
allow for the extra work, by excusing
students from part of the class work.
'J. 0. Malott, op. cit., pp. 20-21
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Four schools indicated a lack of accuracy in
performing the Yvork, and two said s cudents
lacked initiative. The latter may be due to
the fear of making mistakes. A lack of
attention to details was noted by two schools,
and this made it necessary to give constant
supervision to the work. The problem of
giving credit was noted by one school and
another said the students "think they are
picked on,"
These problems should be presented to
the teachers in charge to serve as a basis
for remedial instruction. None of these
problems are very formidable, and it would be
better for the school to correct these faults
rather than some person in a business office.
The most common extra-curricular activity
planned primarily for commercial students is
the commercial club, it being found in fifteen
schools. Such a club is of value provided
it is not a continuation of the class period.
If they can be used to cover material not
ordinarily gone over during class time they
are valuable. There should be definite require-
ments for admission, and in charge of a teacher
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really interested in the activity. The following
clubs are also found: Society of Stenographers,
Junior Business Training Club, A.d 'er tising Club,
^ A club offers many advantages to commercial
students. Many special projects can be sponsored
by such a club, such as trips to business firms,
engaging speakers on various business topics, having
demonstrations of office machines nd eouipment,
conducting plays about business activities,
and sponsoring various contests. There are
probably many other activities such a
club could sponsor. vVith many teachers carry-
ing a heavy teaching load, the work of a
club would probably be a burden. Ouite
obviously it is necessary to secure a te-^icher
who has a genuine interest in the club,
and will be willing to expend the necessary
energy to make it a success.
In summarizing this chapter, v/e note that
most schools provide students with productive
v/ork within the school, while few schools
reported the work done outside the school.
For the work within the school it might be
advisable to combine it with an office practice
1
C. 0. Burden, op. cit., p. 46.
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course. Each student could be assigned to a
particular task, and assume entire responsibility
for comoleting it. Probably in normal times a
larger number of schools could secure «/ork
for students outside the school. Few schools have
a school bank. All schools should consider
the advisability of installing a school bank.
In addition to the thrift element, much valuable
experience can be secured by commercial students.
As in the case of other activities, the present
time is not the most advantageous for starting
a school bank. The problems found in the work
01 students could in the main be corrected
by the teachers. Commercial clubs are the
most common type of extra-curricular activity.
They have many valuable features, and their
installation should be considered by more
schools.
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CHAFTER XIII
PROBLEMS POUND IN ADMINISTERING
COMMERCIAL COURSES
The last item on the questionnaire was
to list any additional problems in commercial
education which have developed in the schools
and neeo solution. Only twenty schools in-
dicated the existence of any problems. Probably
no school is entirely free from such problems.
The problems are listed as given by the schools,
indicating each school by a number.
Number I. "In a small high school where
the curriculum is limited because of only
one Commercial teacher which should be given
the preference—Commercial Law or Office
Practice? According to the questionnaire
sent out we conclude that Office Practice
would take the preference,
"Because of lack of room we have the
following problems: Cannot make typewriting
an elective course. Cannot allow graduates
to take a post graduate course in Commercial
work.
"
Number 2. "Lack of room for displays.
Not enough opportunities, outside of school
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office, for students to do stenographic and
clerical work .
"
Number 3. "A third course of study for
students showing no ability in the Business
A or B groups. Consideration is being
given for a third course. Our survey shov/ed
a need for a course in Retail Selling.
Operation of an efficient placement service."
Number 4. "The need for extra training
in personality traits essential for success
in business."
Number 5. "Carrying dead wood or poor
pupils who fail in other courses."
Number 6. "Lack of calculating machines.
Crowded conditions in typewriting rooms.
Students not fitted for such work enrolling
in the department. Lack of broad cultural
background of newer teachers coming into the
department.
"
Number 7. "Equipment, room space, teaching
force, and guidance."
Number 8. "Too many youngsters are too
anxious to specialize in this subject under
the impression that unless they do so they
will not be able to secure clerical positions.
The fact of the matter is that probably not
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more than 10 per cent of those who take the
four-year course in bookkeeping secure jobs
where a knowledge of bookkeeping is required.
Not more than 20 per cent of those who take
the stenographic course ever make use of their
stenography. Probably not more than half of
those who take the s tenographic course are
qualified to take dictation satisfactorily.
"Commercial education is being over-
emphasized in the high school. More emphasis
should be laid upon general education.
Both pupils and the public would be better
off if commercial training were not started
until the junior year. The maturity of
the pupils, and the foundation which they
will have gained by that time, and their
better selectiveness , will in all probability
enable them to acquire as much professional
training in commercial subjects -within these
two years as they do by the thin method
spread out over four years.
"As for the training acquired in the
first two years by those who drop out before
they become juniors, every common- sense
person known that they do not receive positions,
nor are they qualified to hold positions.
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where such training is required."
Number 9. "Need organizer--head of
department. Should have more mechanical
equipment .
"
Number 10. "Lack of machines and room
space.
"
Number 11. "Adequate placement and
follow-up.
Number 12. "Lack of equipment and room
make it difficult or impossible to h-ive
definite supervised transcription periods.
Children of foreign descent find transcription
difficult because of poor use of English."
Number 13. "Creating interest in the
v/ork in pupils who admit they are not going
to follow up the work after graduation."
Nimber 14. "Too many pupils of inferior
ability elect the commercial courses."
Number 15. "The college course is held
to be of more value and receives more
support of the town by having more teachers,
more classroom equipment, and more credit
attached to it."
Number 16. "Lack of sufficient testing
material. Need of regular dictation and
transcription classes. All students taking
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stenography do not take typing, preventing
regular transcription."
Number 17. "iiVe lack machines, but are
getting them as fast as possible. How can
the Stenograph:/- II Transcription clashes
have access to the typewriters when they
carry five subjects in a five-period day?
The typewriting room is filled every day
and every period now. Miss Cobleigh of Bristol
is makin;j; a survey of this difficulty."
Number 18. "Should the 60-65 grade
Shorthand I student be allowed to take shorthand
II? Justificatioi-i of Junior Business Training
course? Satisfactory objective tests in
economics?"
Nujnber 19. "Drop-outs without sufficient
education or facility to enable them to
hold positions. Shorthand is a required
subject among foreign speaking group without
adequate English background."
Number 20. ''This is our first real
experimental year. We are finding a
particular problem of fitting commercial
education to the needs of rural youngsters."
I
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CH.aPTER XIV
SUMARv, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this final chapter is to
present in brief form the major conclusions
and recommendations which may re^^sonahly be
deduced from the preceding chapters. A brief
summary, and the conclusions which could be
most readily drawn, have been placed at the
end of each chapter. 'There is always the
danger in a chapter of this sort to present
in too great detail what has already been
stated in the body of the study. In the
matter of conclusions and recommendations,
there is perhaps a desire to go beyond the
limits justified by the evidence examined.
As no such study had previously been made,
it was not possible to make comparisons.
This survey does indicate that com-
mercial education is of fimdamental im-
portance in the organization and adminis-
tration of public education in this state.
It is found in nearly every high school in
the state. Schools not having this phase
of education are either located in cities
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having commercial high schools or in very
small communities where the traditional curric-
ulmn persists, ''/hile it was not possible to
estimate it definitely, nearly 50 percent of
the pupils in secondary schools are enrolled
in commercial departments. There is every
reason to believe this numbe^- will be in-
creased. Broader aims will be given the
subjects, and th'^re will be e^^^en a greater
variety of courses and curricula.
YvTien it is found that a considerable
majority of comr^ercial graduates neither con-
tinue their education or are placed in busi-
ness positions, it is obvious that a new eva-
luation must be made of the aims and objectives
of commercial education. The vocational aim
can not be given as the dominant one.
A large number of students are undoubted-
ly taking commercial courses for their non-
vocational values. Teachers need to give a
greater emphasis to these values in their
presentation of subjects.
The dominence of the vocational aim may
be due in part to the training; of a I'^.rgf i.^am-
ber of commercial teachers. A very considerable
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number are graduates of business colleges, and
probably of high schools, and lack the back-
ground afforded by four years of college train-
ing. It would be entirely possibl to limit
the strictly vocational training to a number
of students approximately equal to the immediate
needs of business in the community. If this
plan were followed it is obvious the vocational
aim would be well down in the list. ',7ith the
increasing number os college trained teachers
being employed, we may expect a different viev/
of aimxS ^nd objectives.
The traditional "business college" curric-
ulum persists in many schools. Despite the
introduction of many new courses, shorthand,
typewriting, and bookkeeping still constitute
the core subjects. Very likely these subjects
are required in most schools, with the social
commercial subjects as electives. Probably
the best situation would be just the reverse.
More schools should conduct local occupational
surveys and follow up studies of commercial
graduates. Over a period of a few years the
information obtained from such surveys and
studies would be of great value in reo ganizing
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the curriculum.
Throughout the survey a general disagree-
ment of many matters was noted. Perhaps this
is a favorable situation, and it may be a
good thing for commercial education there is
a lack of uniformity. On the other hand it is
suspected that some of this disagreement may
be due to a lack of careful study and analysis.
There may be a tendency to let well enough a-
lone, or to do something because it has always
been done that way. It is hoped this survey
will bring to the attention of administrators
the necessity for the reorganization of com-
mercial education in terms of existing social
and economic requirements.
Although the term "coramt;rcial" has been
used quite consistently throughout this study,
it might be advisable if this were changed to
"business." The term "commercial" is more or
less traditional, and as long as this type of
education was largely vocational, was satis-
factory. It indicates a narrov/ly technical,
vocational treatment of courses, primarily a
training for positions. "Business," on the
other hand is all-inclusive, embracing every
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phase of prosent-day economic activity.
With this thought in mind, I would recom-
mend a wide introduction of social business
subjects, and a greater emphasis on the non-
vocational aims of every commercial subject.
Such subjects include: Elements of Business,
Introduction to Business, General Business
and Management, Retail Merchandising and Store
Practice, Salesmanship, Advertising, Marketing,
Economic Geography, Economics, Economic Prob-
lems, Commercial Law, and Current Business
Problems, Such courses would provide students
with a background of business information which
everyone needs irrespective of future vocation.
I do not believe all vocational training should
be eliminated. Undoubtedly in the larger com-
munities there is a demand for pupils tech-
nically trained. However, anyone who has given
the matter any thought will readily grant that
at the present time the number of students
being vocationally trained is all out of
proportion to the needs of business.
In order to establish a more suitable pro-
gram of subjects, supervision and standards,
it might be advisable to have a special supervisor
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of commercial education under the State
Department of Education, nn insuf '"i cient num-
ber of schools in the state have a head .-^or the
business department. There is, as a result, a
I'lCk of adequate supervision. A state super-
visor could br-ing to the schools a v/ider view-
point than that af^'orded by local administrate""
Such a man should be actively in the field on
the look-out for defects and inadequacies for
which remedies are known or can be devised.
He could 'Iraw up programs and courses of study
adapted to schools of varying enrollments
based on personal research. Such a supervisor
could keep commercial teachers info-^ned of the
best present-day practices in business edu-
cation, iie could administer state-v/ide, every-
pupil tests in the various business subjects.
He could hold meetings for a discussion of
existing problems. In short, he could be a
guide for the most effective administration
of comiriercial education throughout the state.
Because of the difference in the types
of activity they enter, schools should pro-
vide different trai.ning for boys and girls.
At present fev/ schools have diversified courses
f
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"vTiile many improvements are desiroble, the
present status of comrnercial education is not
entirely unsatisf -nctory . l^erhaps commercial
education as now organized is not yielding
the educational return that may properly be
expected from it, but it can not be denied
that progress is being made.
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CONNECTICUT
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
PROJECT I
A SURVEY OF COMJEKCIAL EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN COIWECTICUT
Hartford, January SQ 1932.
To
Secondary School Principals and
Superintendent of Schools:
The following questionnaire on commercial education is being sent in duplicate
to all principals of public secondary schools. After both copies have been filled
out, one should be filed in the principal's office and the other forwarded to the
Office of Secondary liducation. State hoard of Education, State Office Building. A
copy for reference purposes only is also being sent to the superintendent of schools
in each town which has a secondary school.
Most of these questions apply to senior high schools. Junior high school prin-
cipals should answer only those questions which apply to the junior high school type
of organization.
The material gathered from the various schools by means of this questionnaire
will be included in a report to be made available to principals and superintendents,
A prompt reply will insure an early report.
The members of the committee making this survey are:
Mr, James L, Higgins, South Manchester High School
Mr, Frank H, Ash, Danbury Normal School
Very truly yoi^rs.
Paul D, Collier
Supervisor of Secondary Education
Town Name of School
Name of Person Reporting Date
PUPIL STATISTICS
Total Enrollment Oct, 1, 1931 Boys Girls Total
Commercial Department enrollment Oct. 1, 1931.
Freshmen- Boys Girls Total
Sophomores Boys Girls Total
Juniors Boys Girls Total
Seniors Boys Girls Total

Post Graduates Boys Girls Total
Total Boys Girls Total
Number of students not regularly enrolled in Commercial Department who are studying
one or more commercial subjects Boys Girls Total
Number of students entering tlie comraercial course this year who were enrolled in
some other curriculum last year Soph. Junior Senior
Total number of* graduates June, 1931
Number of commercial graduates June, 1931
Kow many June, 1931, commercial graduates have entered higtier schools?
^
Name these schools and the number attending each.
TSACHER STATISTICS
Total number of teachers on the staff (comraercial and others) Men Women
Number teaching one or more commercial subjects Men Wifiimen Totc.1
Number of commercial teachers teaching one or more non- commercial subjects
Men Women Total
Number of non-commercial teachers teaching one or more commercial subjects
Men Women Total_
Commercial Teachers Men V^omen Total
Graduates of a four-year college
Graduates of a four-year normal
Graduates of a three-year normal
Graduates of a two-year normal
Graduates of a two-year business school
How many hold a bachelor's degree?
How many hold a master's degree?
How many are working for a bachelor's degree?
How many are working for a master's degree?
How many inexperienced commercial teachers
were appointed to your school this school year?
At present how many years of post-high school
training are required of newly appointed
commercial teachers?
How much business experience is required of
newly appointed commercial teachers?
At present how many years of teaching ex-
perience are required?
How many of your commercial teachers have had
at least one year of office or business ex-
perience?
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT OHGAUIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
Organization
Is department organized with a Director? Name of such Director
I
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Page 3
If not, who is looked to for general advice regarding commercial subjects?
Is department supervised by Head? Principal? ^Special Supervisor? (Check)
Indicate your organization 8-4 6-3-3 6-6
Are classes grouped according to sex? Intelligence Other Methods
Is the school as a whole or any department organized on any of the following plans:
Delton? New Britain? Contract? Unit?
Indicate departments
•
Curriculum
Is the commercial curriculum subdivided into sub-curriculuras , such as stenographic,
bookkeeping, etc.?
Please give names of divisions
Please fill in the information for subjects offered in your school.
Check length Grade or
No. Periods of course Grades in which
Subjects Per Week Half-year Year Text Offered
Accountancy
Advertising
Bookkeeping
Business Arithmetic
Business English
Business Organiza-
tion and I.!enagement
Business Statistics
Business Training
Commercial Art
Commerciel Geography
Commercial Law
Economics
Industrie 1 History
Machine Operation
Occupetions
Office Practice
Penmanship
Salesmanship
Stenogrephy
(Name System)
Typing
(Others)
Has a survey of local commercial occupational needs been made in locality where the
majority of your students are placed? Date by V\/honi?
^st curriculum changes made as result of survey findings. (Include copy of survey
"report if available).
Shorthand and Typewriting
Are all typewriting classes given the undivided attention of a teacher?
If not, what part of the typewriting work is supervised?
II
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Pege 4
What minimum speed per minute must students reach at end of first-year typing?
Second-year typing?
What shorthand dictation speed must students reach at end of second-year shorthand?
What typing transcription speed must students reach at end of second-year shorthand?
Is shorthand a required subject for boys? Elective? How many boys ere
taking shorthand?
Equipment
Indicate number of each of the following office appliances used for instructional purposes.
No. Adding machines (Listing) Calculating machines Miscellaneous
Typewriters (indicate Burroughs
~~~~~
Dictaphones make) Monroe
^3ZZ Multigraphs Comptometer
Mimeographs. Merchant
Bookkeeping
machines
^Ditto
^Ediphone
Testing Program (Check)
Intelligence
Are intelligence tests given to commercial students?
If so, when and how often?
Achievement
Give names of any standard achievement testa used in commercial subjects.
Prognostic
Are aptitude tests given to determine probable success in shorthand?
Diagnostic
Are special diagnostic tests given in shorthand?
Placement and Guidance
Is there an organized placement? For graduates? For drop-outs?
Number of commercial graduates June, 1931, placed in positions
Who directs (check) Head? Teachers? Others?
Do you have a definite program of guidance?
1^ How is it organized?
A'ith what grade does guidance begin? Does it continue through upper grades?
Who is directly responsible for the guidance program?
iiXtracurricular Activities
Check any of the following forms of productive work done regularly under the direction
I
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of the school by comraerciel students. Add any not listed.
Within The School Outside The School
Stenographic service
Typewriting service
Mimeographing
Book and supply records
Stenographic service
Other clerical work
Retail selling
Other kinds
"i Attendance records
School savings accounts
List problems found in connection with productive work of students.
Does commercial department operate a school bank?
Please name extracurricular activities planned primarily for commercial students.
List additional problems in commercial education which have developed in your school
and need solution.
I
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Thc information obtained from the questionnaires v/ill be used '.t:.
answering the follov/ing questions:
Pupil Enrollment
1. What is the total enrollment in the secondary schools?
2. Of this total, what per cent are regularly enrolled in the
jJ;ommercial department?
3. Hovj many students entered the Commercial Course who were in
some other course last year? Per cent of total students?
4. ''ihat per cent of the non- commercial students are electing
one or more commercial subjects?
5. What v/as the total number of graduates in 1931? Total numbi-r
of commercial graduates? Per cent of total? How many June 1931
commerci"J. graduates have entered higher schools? What type of scho.>r
did they enter?
Teacher Statistics
1. What is the total number of teachers?
2. What per cent of total are comraercial teachers?
3. What per cent of commercial teachers are teaching one or
more non- commercial subjects?
4. What per cent of academic teachers are teaching one or more
commercial subjects?
Education and ICxperience of Commercial Teachers
1. What per cent are graduates from, a four year college?
2. ^^'hat per cent are graduates from a four year normal?
3. What per cent are graduates from a three year normal?
4. What per cent are graduates from a two year normal?
5. What per cent are graduates from a two year business school?
6. What per cent are holding a bachelor's degree?
7. What per cent are holding a masters degree?
S. I'^/hat per cent are working for a bachelor's degree?
9. '''hat per cent are v/orking for a masters degree?
10. What per cent of the commercial teachers apr.olnted this year
r^ve inexperienced?
t*
1
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11. What Is the average n^jupber of years of business experience
required?
12. V/hat is the average nuraber of years of post High School
training required?
13. 'Vhat is the average number of years of teaching experience
required of ne^-ly appointed teachers?
14. '"hat is the averar?,e number of years of teaching experience
required?
15. What is the number of teachers having at least one year of
business experience?
COMMERCIAL K.^PARTM'i^KT ORGAI. IZATION
and ADM I ISTRAT 10 II
1. '"hat per cent of the schools have a director or head of
Commercial Department?
2. What person gives advice if a director has not been
appointed?
3. Who supervises the work of the department?
4. Ho¥/ many schools are organized on an 3-4 6-3-3
6-6 plan?
5. To y/hat extent are classes grouped homogenous ly?
6. ;hat special plans of organization are used?
7. Hov/ many schools have sub-divided their comfmercial curriculuir
into sub-curricular?
Commercial Subjects
• 1, '''hat commercial subjects are most commonly taught?
2. What per cent of total schools are teaching each subject?
3. What is the average time devoted to each subject?
4. What ^exts are most commonly used in each subject?
5. How many oc '•upational surveys have been made?
6. "'/hat curricula changes have been made as a result of
surve77 bindings?
7. In how many schools are typewriting classes unsupervised?
t
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S tandard s in Shorthand
~
^^^''^ 'i'yp"c^''^^i ^-^g
1, What speeds are required at the end of the first year of
^JV e v/r i ting ?
2, What speeds are required at the end of the second year of
typewriting?
3, 'Vhat shorthand dictation speed is required at the end of
the first year of shorthand?
4, ^"/hat shorthand dictation speed is required at the end oi
the second year of shorthand?
5, 'Vhat typing transaction speed is required at the end of
the second year of shorthand?
6, In how many schools are hoys required to take shorthand?
7, What is the total number of hoys taking shorthand?
Machines
1. What is the total number of each type of machine being used
in commercial departments?
Testing Program
1. What is the number of schools giving intelligence tests to
comm.ercial pupils?
2. When are such tests given?
3. What standard achievement tests are commonly used?
4. What is the number of schools giving aptitude tests in
shorthand?
5. What tests are used for the above?
6. What is the number of schools giving diagnostic tests in
shorthand?
7. What tests are used for the above?
Placement and Guidance
1. What is the number of schools having a placement department
for either graduates or drop-outs?
2. What v/as the total number of commercial graduates placed in
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positions in 1931?
3, ''Vho directs the placement v/ork?
4, M-iat is the total number having a guidance program?
5« vVhat is the us ual organization of the guidance program?
6. With vvhat grade does guidance usually begin? Is it continued?
7, V'/ho is usually responsible for the guidance program?
Productive '^/ork
of Students
1. VJhat work is done in the schools by commercial students?
2. How many schools have students preform this v\/ork?
3. What problems are found in the work of students?
Extra Curricular Activities
1, What is the number of schools operating a school bank?
2. What ext;''a-curricular activities are planned prim.arily
for commercial students?
What additional problems in commercial education have
developed in the schools and need solution?
11
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ACADEMISS AND SCHOOL OF HIGHER GMDE
Clinton, Conn.
Morris, Conn.
New London, Conn.
Norwich, Conn.
Suf field. Conn,
Winsted, Conn.
Morgan
School of Higher Grade
Bulkeley School
Norwich Free Academy
Suffield School
The Gilbert School
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Berlin, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn,
Bridgeport, Conn,
Bridgeport, Conn.
Meriden, Conn.
Meriden, Conn.
New Britain, Conn.
New Britain, Conn,
New Haven, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Haven, Conn,
New Haven, Conn,
Norwalk, Conn.
Norv/alk, Conn.
Norwalk, Conn.
7/est Hartford, Conn.
West Hartford, Conn.
West Hartford, Conn.
Westport, ^onn.
Berlin High School
Lincoln Junior High
Bassick Junior High School
Maplewood Junior High
Jefferson Junior High
Lincoln Junior High School
Central Junior High
Nathan Hale Junior High
Bassett Junior High
Fair Haven Junior High
Sheridan Junior High
Troup Junior High
Roger Ludlow Junior High
Benjamin Franklin Junior High
Center Junior High
Alfred Plant Jxmior High
Sedgwick Junior High School
James Talcott Junior High
Bedford Junior High
•
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SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Ansonia, Conn.
Bethel, Conn.
Bloomfleld, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn»
Bridgeport, Conn.
Bristol, Conn.
Canton, Conn.
Chester, Conn.
Danbury, Conn.
Darien, Conn.
Durham, Conn.
East Haddam, Conn.
East Hartford, Conn.
Enfield, Conn.
Essex, Conn.
Fairfield, Conn.
Farmington, Conn.
Glastonbury, Conn.
Greenwich, Conn.
Groton, Conn.
Guilford, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.
Killingly, Conn.
Lebanon, Conn.
Litchfield, Conn.
Madison, Conn.
So. Manchester, Conn.
New Britain, Conn.
Meriden, Conn.
Middletown, Conn.
Mid let own. Conn.
Milford, Conn.
Naugatuck, Conn.
New Canaan, Conn.
New Milford, Conn.
No. Canaan, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Norwalk, Conn.
Old Saybrook, Corm.
Plainfield, Conn.
Plainville, Conn.
Plymouth, Conn.
Portland, Conn.
Ridgefield, Conn.
Salisbury, Conn.
Ansonia High School
Bethel High School
Bloornfield High School
Central High School and Congress
Building
Warren Harding High School
Bristol High School
Collinsville High School
Chester High School
Danbury High School
Darien High School
Durham High School
Nathan Hale High School
East Hartford High School
Enfield High School
Pratt High School
Roger Ludlowe High School
Farmington High School
Glastonbury High School
Greenv/ich High School
Robert E. Fitch High School
Institute and High School
Bulkeley High School
Hartford Public High School
Weaver High School
Killingly High School
Lyman Memorial High School
Litchfield High School
Hand High School
Manchester High School
Senior High School
Meriden High School
Middletown High School
Woodrow Wilson High School
Milford High School
Naugatuck High School
New Canaan High School
High School
No. Canaan High School
The New Haven Commercial
Norwalk High School
High School
Plainfield High School
Plainville High School
Terryville High School
Portland High School
Ridgefield High School
Salisbury High School
r
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Saybrook, Conn.
Seymour, Conn.
Shelton, Conn.
Simsbury, Conn,
Southington, Conn,
Stafford, Conn.
Stamford, Conn.
Stonington, Conn.
Thompson, Conn.
Torrington, Conn,
Vernon, Conn,
'."/allingford. Conn.
Washington Depot, Conn.
Waterbury, Conn.
Watertown, Conn.
West Hartford, Conn.
West Haven, Conn.
Westport, Conn.
?/ethersfield. Conn.
Windham, Conn,
Windsor, Conn,
Windsor Locks, Conn.
Woodstock, Conn.
Deep River High School
Seymour High School
Shelton High School
Simsbury High School
Lewis High School
Stafford High School
Stamford High School
Stonington High School
Tourtellotte Memorial High
^orrington High School
Rockville High School
Lyman Hall High School
Washington High School
Wilby High School
Watertown High School
William H. Hall High School
West Haven High School
Staples High School
Wethersfield High School
Windham High School
Windsor High School
Windsor Locks High School
Woodstock Acaden^
c
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STATE-WIDE 'JTUDIES IN COlvIMiilRClAL EDUCTION
Burden, Carlyale 0. Status of commercial edu-
cation in the public secondary schools of
Indiana, Master* s thesis, 1926-27.
Indiana University/, Bloomington
Fitts, Enice C, Y/hat is the status of commercial
education in the public hi£h schools of
North Carolina? Master* s thesis, (In
progress) Author, .isheville hij;^h school,
Asheville, N. C.
Frost, E. M. Sr. Survey of commercial education
in Oklahoma High Schools. Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College,
Stillvmter.
Herr, Edward B. Development of commercial
education in Pennsylvania. Master*s
thesis, (In Progress) Author, 1024
Yifest Arch St., Shamokin, Pa.
Miller, A. A. The present status of commercial
education. North Texas State Teachers
College, Denton, Texas,
Newlon, Mary. A Study of the curricula in the
township high schools of Illinois.
Master* s thesis, 1928. University of
Chicago, Chicago, 111.
Phillips, James Paul. A study of commercial
education with special reference to
Tennessee. Master* s thesis, 1928,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Rice, Louis A. V/hat is the present status of
commercial education in the state of
Nev7 Jersey as compared Y/ith thp.t of 12
years ago? Master* s thesis, 1930.
New York University. School of
Education, New York, N. Y.
Shambaugh, C. G-. Surveying the trends in high
school curricula. Nation's Schools,
5: 56-58, May 1930
Sollars, Robert C. The commercial curricula
in Indiana. Master's thesis, 1928.
Ohio State University, Columbus. 190 p. ms.
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Tompkins, Roy R. The development of secondary
education, (Oklahoma.) Master's thesis,
1928. University of Oklahoma, Norman.
97 p . ms .
Walters, R. G. Commercial education in Penn-
sylvania high schools. Journal of
Commercial Education, 55: 500-02,
December 1926
Weersing, Frederick J. Reorganization of
commercial education in public high
schools. Cincinnati, South-Vve stern
Publishing Company, 19--, 154 p.
Golvin, Ambrose 0. Commercial education in
the secondary schools of Colorado.
Master's thesis. June 1929.
Colorado State Teachers College.
Greeley. 127 p. ms
.
Reynolds, Helen. A study of the status of
commercial education in the public
high schools of Ohio, (1928-29.)
New York University Research Bulletin
in Commercial Education, 1; 2-10,
December 1929
Young, Delia A. A survey of commercial education
in secondary schools of Montana. Master's
thesis, June 1929. Colorado State
Teachers College, Greeley. 142 p. ms»
Lehman, Harold T. The status of some phases
of commercial education in 39 public
high schools of New Mexico in 1929.
Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana University
Bloomington
Barnhart, E. VV. Commercial Education. In Report
of Fifteen. Published, I believe by
California Teachers Association,
155 Sansome St., San Francisco, Calif.
For City Survey of Commercial Education, See
Malott, J. 0., "Coirifiercial Education in
Buffalo, New York." In Buffalo Education
Survey, Published by Buffalo Municipal
Research Bureau, White Bldg., Buffalo,
New York.



